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Age of True Lies

The world is undergoing huge global changes. 
We are in the midst of a global climate crisis, 
the transformation of urbanisation, and a new 
humanity that challenges not only gender but 
the essence of being human, all of which are 
decisive for our future. 2021 is not a year when we 
know what will happen. 2021 is a year of relative 
uncertainty. 

We are aware that things are changing but the 
directions in which they are changing remain 
unclear. What we do know for certain is that 
things need to and will change. 

Times of change and uncertainty have 
consequences for our behaviour and directly 
affect the way we react in our design and colour 
preferences. 

We are facing an era of great focus on 
humanistic design, but also controversial and 
contradictory designs.

”We seek the real    
  truth. We need   
  the real truth.”
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Virtual Relativity
We have always sought an escape 
from reality. The harsher the world, the 
prettier we need our fantasies to be.

In the same way that the Art Deco era emerged 
after the horrors of World War I with its new kind 
of opulence and extravagant colours, today we 
can see a similar reality arising due to the new 
global climate. And it is very virtual and very 
relative!

We are diving into a completely different universe, 
built on a fascination with the unknown and 
unfamiliar attributes. Today we want to escape 
from reality into a familiar, controllable, perfect 
“world” – knowing that it is neither real nor 
trustworthy. 

A new form of distraction acts as therapy, escaping 
into a new fantasy or rather a relative reality; 
a world of multifaceted truths. This is an evolution 
of Human Identity connected to both Artificial and 
Human Intelligence, but today it is a new kind of 
merged intelligence, an emotional 
intelligence. 

Developing a virtual reality with earth-like and 
human attributes, playing on the emotional 
triggers of being human, enforces our ability to 
feel a connection to something that is unreal, 
that is fake. We escape into VR worlds that are very 
similar to our own, an improved and safe reality 
where we know what is true, that it is all fiction. 

i
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NCS S 7020-R
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Bio-Depth
The more we understand that the 
world is facing dramatic change 
and uncertainty, the more we seek 
answers in spiritual enlightenment. 
We need a purpose. 

The search for the truth is becoming much 
more individual than collective. We do not seek 
to belong to a certain group of believers. As we 
no longer trust what others say, we seek our 
own truths.

Our well-being is much more important than 
materialism. Experiences are more important 
than consumption. We also realise that most 
things that have been artificially created have 
turned out to be hazardous for us and our 
planet. Even scientific revolutionary things that 
we have created, like antibiotics, we now 
understand could be harmful to us.

The earth from which all living beings are created 
is perfect as it is. How can we make use of nature 
to improve our lives and this planet while at the 
same time retaining a deeper understanding?
In a quest to find the answers to one of life’s 
greatest questions, we plunge deep into the 
world of mysticism and the bio-world to seek the 
truth and find solutions for a better future. 

There is a surge of new organic materials. New 
findings will allow us to abandon artificial materials 
as research grows and we explore new organisms, 
trying to understand their complex compositions 
and how we can make use of them.
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Seeds
We plant seeds in the earth to 
grow, evolve and create a new way 
of being, of living and producing.

As a consequence of globalisation and the 
political climate, we want to belong and seek 
greater connectivity to our roots. 

This is a counter-reaction to the negative kind 
of nationalism we are more familiar with today 
– empowering its meaning as a celebration of 
pride instead. We want to show our heritage to 
others with pride, inviting them into our world 
to learn the best from our roots, the opposite of 
building barriers. 

We want to plant seeds to grow a new, better 
world, based on the best of our traditions, our 
folklore and our roots, creating a contemporary 
interpretation, adapted to our times.
The cultural and aesthetic mix of this trend is 
reflected in the contrasts between materials and 
colours, with a strong visual impact. Surfaces 
are multi-coloured and are often composed of 
materials different in nature to create a mosaic 
of tradition and modernity. 

Colours, material and pattern contribute in 
the same way to generate a harmonically 
chaotic aesthetic mix. 
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Honesty
We have learned that the facts we 
receive are not always based on the 
truth, or at best they are probably 
based on a modified truth.

Our information flows come from thousands 
of sources; telling different versions of the 
same “facts”.

This has now reached a tipping point to the 
extent that when we receive information, we are 
by default sceptical as to its truthfulness, even 
though the source claims it is true. At the same 
time, we silently accept this new reality and 
continue with our day-to-day lives accepting 
that truth has become more relative than ever.

The world is changing. We are facing dramatic 
challenges in terms of our climate, the exploitation 
of the earth’s resources, economies, politics etc. 
If we do not act today, we might face an 
irreversible change that could end our civilisation 
as we know it. The younger generations are pus-
hing the rest of us to face facts and do the right 
thing. But to do so we need to understand what 
is right. We need to know what the actual truth is. 
We can no longer be silent observers, it is time to 
demand the real facts. The real truth and not the 
relative truth.

We have moved from Shades of Incognito, 
seeking protection in the shadows, to an individual 
strength, laying ourselves open as we are, 
awakening the world with a shared openness in 
the collective power of inclusivity in a new world 
where there is no room for manipulation. 
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NCS Colour 
Trends 2021+

NCS Colour Trends 2021+ is developed by the 
team at NCS Colour with the support of a trend 
panel consisting of internationally renowned 
experts within their field. As a result, the forecast 
offers international relevant colour palettes and 
attributes to suit any market and industry.
 
THE FORECASTING TEAM
Karl Johan Bertilsson, Creative Director, Marie 
Thaarup, Marketing Manager and Anna af Sillén, 
Communication Specialist. 

A special thanks to our trend panel for their 
valuable input in this forecast:
Emma Clericia, Manù Bonaiti and their team at 
Baolab, Laura Perryman and Latika Khosla.

IMAGES
Thank you to below contributors.

Page 11: Timur Mitin, saatchiart.com/timurmitin
Page 17: VitrA, vitraglobal.com
Page 23: Lisa Cohen, lisacohenphotography.com
Page 28: Clothes. Note Design Studio, project: 
Gina Tricot Concept Store, notedesignstudio.se
Page 28: Flowers. IKEA Livet Hemma, stylist: 
Camilla Gantelius, photographer: Andrea Papini, 
livethemma.ikea.se
Page 29: Note Design Studio, project: Grow Hotel, 
notedesignstudio.se

MARKETING MATERIAL
Want to share our trends? Get in touch with us for 
marketing material at marketing@ncscolour.com
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NCS Colour Trends 2021+ offers a 
unique insight into the international 
drivers for colour, material and 
finishes applicable cross-industry.


